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Some results in the theory of Orlicz spacesand applications to variational problemsAndrea Cianchi1 IntroductionThe purpose of these notes is to report some contributions to the theoryof interpolation and of Sobolev inequalities in Orlicz spaces and to pre-sent a few applications to nonlinear problems of the calculus of variationsand partial dierential equations whose nonlinearities are not necessarily ofpower type.After recalling the necessary background (Section 2), in Section 3 we dis-cuss inequalities of Sobolev type. In particular, a sharp embedding theoremfor Orlicz-Sobolev spaces is exhibited. Section 4 deals with an interpolationtheorem for quasilinear operators, a variant of which turns out to be a toolfor proving the Sobolev inequalities mentioned above. Applications of theinterpolation theorem to various problems, such as fractional integration,a priori bounds for solutions to elliptic equations and Hardy type inequal-ities are also presented. Sections 5 and 6 are devoted to the regularity ofsolutions to variational problems. Section 5 deals with global regularity forboundary value problems, and, in particular, with the boundedness of thesolutions. In Section 6, problems of a local nature are taken into accountand higher integrability properties for the gradient of local minimizers ofintegral functionals are established.2 PreliminariesIn this section we recall some denitions and basic facts about Orlicz spaces,rearrangements of functions and quasilinear operators which will be used inthe sequel. For an exhaustive treatment of the theory of Orlicz and Orlicz-Sobolev spaces we refer to [A1], [KR] and [RR]. A detailed exposition ofproperties of decreasing rearrangements and rearrangement invariant spacesis contained in [BS]; in particular, see [BZ], [M] [Ta1] and [Ta5] for Polya-Szeg}o type principles involving the spherically symmetric rearrangement ofweakly dierentiable functions.
Some results in the theory of Orlicz spaces 512.1 Young functionsA function A : [0;1)! [0;1] is called a Young function if it has the formA(s) = Z s0 a(r) dr for s  0; (2.1)where a : [0;1)! [0;1] is an increasing, left-continuous function which isneither identically zero nor identically innite on (0;1). In particular, if A isnite-valued, vanishes only at 0 and lims!0+ A(s)=s = lims!1 s=A(s) = 0,then A is called an N -function.The right-continuous generalized inverse of a Young function A is denedon [0;1] by A 1(r) = inffs : A(s) > rg (inf ; =1); (2.2)so that A(A 1(r))  r  A 1(A(r)) for r  0: (2.3)The Young conjugate of a function A will be denoted either by A or byAeand dened as A (s) = supfsr  A(r) : r > 0g: (2.4)Notice that, when A is a Young function, then A is also a Young functionand A = A.The following relations hold for any Young function A:r  A 1(r) A 1(r)  2r for r  0: (2.5)Every Young function A satisesA(s)  s a(s)  A(2s) for s  0: (2.6)Hence, in particular, if A : [0;1) ! [0;1] is any left-continuous functionsuch that A(s)=s is increasing, thenA(s=2)  Z s0 A(r)r dr  A(s) for s  0: (2.7)A function A is said to belong to the class 2, or, equivalently, to satisfythe 2-condition, if there exists a constant c > 0 such thatA(2s)  cA(s) for s  0: (2.8)
52 Andrea CianchiSimilarly, A is said to belong to 2 near innity if it is nite-valued and(2.8) holds for large s.A function B is said to dominate a function A globally (resp. near inn-ity) if a positive constant c exists such thatA(s)  B(cs) (2.9)for s  0 (resp. for s greater than some positive number). The functions Aand B are called equivalent globally (near innity) if each dominates theother globally (near innity). If for every c > 0 a number sc  0 exists suchthat inequality (2.9) holds for s  sc, then A is said to increase essentiallymore slowly than B.2.2 Orlicz spacesLet (M; ) be a positive measure space and let A be a Young function. TheOrlicz space LA(M; ) is dened asLA(M; ) = f : f is a -measurable real-valued function on Msuch that ZM A jf(x)j  d <1 for some  > 0: (2.10)The Luxemburg norm kfkLA(M;) is dened askfkLA(M;) = inf > 0 : ZM A jf(x)j  d  1: (2.11)The space LA(M; ), equipped with the norm k  kLA(M;), is a Banachspace. Note that, if A(s) = sp and p  1, then LA(M; ) = Lp(M; ), thecustomary Lebesgue space, and k  kLA(M;) = k  kLp(M;); if A(s)  0for 0  s  1 and A(s)  1 otherwise, then LA(M; ) = L1(M; ) andk  kLA(M;)  k  kL1(M;). In the case when M is a subset of Rn and  isthe Lebesgue measure, we shall denote  by mn and LA(M; ) simply byLA(M).The following generalized version of Holder's inequality holds:ZM f(x)g(x)d  2kfkLA(M;)kgkLAe(M;): (2.12)
Some results in the theory of Orlicz spaces 53Furthermore,kfkLA(M;)  supZMf(x)g(x) d=kgkLAe(M;) : g 2 LAe(M; ): (2.13)Embeddings between Orlicz spaces dened by dierent Young functions arecharacterized in terms of the notion of domination between the deningYoung functions. If (M; ) is a positive non-atomic -nite measure spaceand A and B are Young functions, thenLB(M; )! LA(M; )if and only if B dominates A globally. Here, and in what follows, the ar-row \!" denotes a continuous embedding. When (M) < 1, the sameembedding holds if and only if B dominates A near innity.2.3 Orlicz-Sobolev spacesLet G be an open subset of Rn . Given a Young function A, the (rst order)Orlicz-Sobolev space W 1;A(G) is dened asW 1;A(G) = fu 2 LA(G) :u is weakly dierentiableand jDuj 2 LA(G)g: (2.14)Here, D stands for gradient. The space W 1;A(G), equipped with thenorm kukW 1;A(G) = kukLA(G) + kDukLA(G), is a Banach space. Clearly,W 1;A(G) =W 1;p(G), the standard Sobolev space, if A(s) = sp with p  1.W 1;A0 (G) will denote the subspace of W 1;A(G) of those functions whosecontinuation by 0 outside G belongs to W 1;A(Rn ).2.4 RearrangementsGiven a real-valued measurable function f on a positive measure space(M; ), its distribution function f : [0;1]! [0;1) is dened asf (t) = (fx 2M : jf(x)j > tg) for t  0: (2.15)The decreasing rearrangement f of f is the right-continuous non-increasingfunction from [0; (M)) into [0;1] which is equimeasurable with f . Namely,f(s) = supft  0 : f (t) > sg for 0  s < (M): (2.16)
54 Andrea CianchiThe equimeasurability of f and f implies thatZM A(jf(x)j) d = Z 10 A(jf(s)j) ds (2.17)for every Young function A. HencekfkLA(M;) = kfkLA(0;(M)) (2.18)and, in particular, ess sup jf j = f(0): (2.19)A variant of f is the signed rearrangement f dened byf(s) = supft  0 : (ff > tg) > sg for 0  s < (M): (2.20)Clearly, f enjoys properties analogous to those of f.Let u be any real-valued weakly dierentiable function on Rn decayingto 0 at innity, i.e. satisfying mn(fjuj > tg) < 1 for every t > 0. Let Abe a Young function. If RRnA(jDuj) dx < 1, then u is locally absolutelycontinuous on (0;1) and the following Polya-Szeg}o type inequality holds:ZRnA(jDuj) dx  Z 10 An C1=nn s1=n0  duds  ds: (2.21)Here, Cn = n=2=  (1 + n=2), the measure of the unit ball in Rn (see[BZ] and [Ta5]). Notice that the right-hand side of (2.21) agrees withRRnA(jDuFj) dx, where uF(x) = u(Cnjxjn), the spherically symmetricrearrangement of u. Clearly, (2.21) implies a corresponding inequality forLuxemburg norms.Versions of inequality (2.21) for functions u 2 W 1;A(G), not necessarilyvanishing on @G, can be proved when G is a suciently regular subset of Rn .A suitable regularity assumption is an isoperimetric inequality between themeasure of any subset E of G and P (E;G), the perimeter of E relative toG (see e.g. [M]). Recall that P (E;G) agrees with the (n   1)-dimensionalHausdor measure of @E \ G, if E is smooth; otherwise it is given by thetotal variation over G of the gradient of the characteristic function of E.For n  2 and   1=n0, we setG() = fG  Rn :G is open and positive numbers N and Cexist such that m(E)  CP (E;G)for all E  G satisfying mn(E)  Ng: (2.22)
Some results in the theory of Orlicz spaces 55In particular, if G is any connected set fromG() having nite measure,then, as a consequence of Lemma 3.2.4 of [M], a positive number C existssuch that minfmn(E);mn(G E)g  CP (E;G) (2.23)for all E  G. The smallest number C which renders (2.23) true will bedenoted by C(G) and called the relative isoperimetric constant of G asso-ciated with the exponent  (see [Ci1] for explicit evaluations and estimatesof C(G) in the case where n = 2). Notice that C1=n0 (G) is dilation invari-ant.Any open set G  Rn having nite measure and satisfying the coneproperty belongs to the class G(1=n0) ([M], Corollary 3.2.1/3). If, in ad-dition, G is connected, then it satises an inequality of type (2.23) with = 1=n0. Recall that G has the cone property if there exist a cone  suchthat for any x 2 G, G contains a cone which is congruent to  and whosevertex is x.If G is any set satisfying (2.23) with  = 1=n0 and u 2 W 1;A(G), thenu is locally absolutely continuous andZGA(jDuj) dx Z mn(G)0 AC1=n0(G) 1min1=n0fs;mn(G)  sg  duds  ds (2.24)(see [Ci2]). Similarly, if G 2 G(1=n0) and u is a function fromW 1;A(G) suchthat mn(fjuj > 0g)  N , thenZGA(jDuj) dx  Z mn(G)0 AC 1s1=n0  duds  ds: (2.25)2.5 Quasilinear operatorsLet (M1; 1) and (M2; 2) be positive measure spaces. We say that T is aquasilinear operator relative to (M1; 1) and (M2; 2) if its domain is a linearsubspace of 1-measurable a.e. nite functions onM1, its range is containedin the set of 2-measurable functions on M2 and a constant c  1 existssuch that jT (f + g)(y)j  c(jTf(y)j+ jTg(y)j)and jT (f)(y)j = jjjTf(y)j (2.26)
56 Andrea Cianchifor 2-a.e. y 2M2, for all f and g in the domain of T and all  2 R.Given a positive measure space (M; ) and a number r 2 [1;1), wedenote by r(M; ) the Lorentz space of all real-valued -measurable func-tions f on M for which the quantitykfkr(M;) = Z 10 (fjf j > tg)1=r dt (2.27)is nite and by Mr(M; ) the Marcinkiewicz space of -measurable func-tions f on M for which the quantitykfkMr(M;) = supt>0 t(fjf j > tg)1=r (2.28)is nite. In the case when r = 1, we set 1(M; ) = M1(M; ) =L1(M; ). For every r 2 [1;1], the following alternative formulas hold:kfkr(M;) = Z 10 f(s) d r(s)and kfkMr(M;) = sups>0  r(s)f(s);where  r(s) = k[0;s]kLr(0;1) and 
 denotes the characteristic function ofa set 
.Assume that 1  p; q  1. Then a quasilinear operator T relative to(M1; 1) and (M2; 2) is said to be of weak type (p; q) if a constant N existssuch that kTfkMq(M2;2)  Nkfkp(M1;1) (2.29)for all f 2 p(M1; 1). The smallest constant N which renders (2.29) true iscalled the weak (p; q) norm of T . The notion of weak type (p; q) that we areusing here is due to Calderon. Note that, since kfkLp(M1;1)  kfkp(M1;1)for p 2 [1;1] and f 2 p(M1; 1) (with equality if p = 1 or p = 1), sucha notion is less restrictive, for p 2 (1;1), than that originally given byMarcinkiewicz where the Lebesgue norm Lp(M1; 1) replaced p(M1; 1) in(2.29).Analogously, a quasilinear operator T relative to (M1; 1) and (M2; 2)is said to be of strong type (p; q) if a constant N exists such thatkTfkLq(M2;2)  NkfkLp(M1;1) (2.30)for all f 2 Lp(M1; 1).
Some results in the theory of Orlicz spaces 573 Sobolev inequalities3.1 Standard resultsThe classical Sobolev embedding theorem tells us that if G is a sucientlysmooth open subset of Rn , n  2, thenW 1;p(G)! Lp(G) (3.1)where p = np=(n  p), the Sobolev conjugate of p, if p < n, andW 1;p(G)! C0;1 n=p(G) (3.2)if p > n and mn(G) < 1 (see e.g. [A1], [KJF], [M], [Zi]). Here C0;(G)denotes the space of bounded Holder continuous functions on G with ex-ponent . When p = n, as long as Lebesgue spaces are taken into account,one can only say that W 1;n(G)! Lq(G) (3.3)for every q 2 [n;1), whereas simple counterexamples show thatW 1;n(G) 6L1(G).The embedding (3.3) can be improved if Orlicz spaces are taken intoplay. Indeed, if mn(G) <1, thenW 1;n(G)! LB(G); B(s) = esn0   1; (3.4)where n0 = n=(n   1), the Holder conjugate of n ([Tr]; see also [Po], [Y]).Moreover, the embedding (3.4) is sharp in the sense that there is no Orliczspace, strictly contained in LB(G), into which W 1;n(G) is continuously em-bedded ([HMT]).In this section we address ourselves to the general problem of associatingwith any Young function A a Young function B having the property that,for any suciently smooth subset G of Rn , LB(G) is the smallest Orliczspace into which W 1;A(G) is continuously embedded.3.2 Embeddings for W 1;A0 (G)Given n  2 and a Young function A satisfyingZ0 tA(t)n0 1 dt <1; (3.5)
58 Andrea Cianchiwe dene H : [0;1)! [0;1) asH(r) = Z r0  tA(t)n0 1 dt1=n0 for r  0 (3.6)and An : [0;1)! [0;1] by An = A H 1; (3.7)where H 1 is the left-continuous inverse of H . The function An plays therole of an optimal Sobolev conjugate of A. Actually, we haveTheorem 3.1. Let n  2 and let A be a Young function satisfying (3:5).Then there exists a constant K, depending only on n, such thatkukLAn(Rn)  KkDukLA(Rn) (3.8)for every real-valued weakly dierentiable function u on Rn decaying to 0 atinnity. Moreover, the result is sharp, in the sense that condition (3:5) isnecessary for an inequality of type (3:8) to hold and LAn(Rn ) is the smallestOrlicz space which renders (3:8) true.Let us mention that earlier (non-sharp) embeddings for Orlicz-Sobolevspaces are contained in [A2] and [DT].Remark 3.2. Assumption (3.5) prevents A(s) from vanishing for s > 0.Thus, any function from W 1;A0 (G) decays to 0 at innity. Consequently,inequality (3.8) holds, in particular, for every function u 2 W 1;A0 (G).Remark 3.3. If assumption (3.5) is dropped, an inequality of type (3.8)still holds for functions supported in a set having nite measure, with Kdepending also on such a measure and on A: one has just to replace A inthe denitions of H and An by any Young function equivalent with A nearinnity, for which the integral in (3.5) converges. This is a consequence of thefact that Luxemburg norms over sets of nite measure turn into equivalentnorms if the dening convex functions are replaced by functions equivalentnear innity.Remark 3.4. Inequality (3.8) is equivalent to the integral inequalityZRnAn ju(x)jK(RRnA(jDuj) dy)1=n dx  ZRnA(jDuj) dx: (3.9)
Some results in the theory of Orlicz spaces 59Indeed, (3.9) implies (3.8) by the very denition of the Luxemburg norm.Conversely, (3.9) follows on replacing A(s) by A(s) = A(s)=M in (3.8), withM = RRnA(jDuj) dx, and observing that, if An is the function dened as in(3.6){(3.7) but with A replaced by A, then An(s) =M 1An(M 1=n).Remark 3.5. In the case when An is everywhere nite, i.e. whenR1  tA(t)n0 1 dt =1, inequality (3.9) enables one to show thatZRnAn ju(x)j  dx <1 for every  > 0; (3.10)whenever u 2 W 1;A(Rn ). Notice that, in general, (3.10) yields a strongerinformation than just u 2 LAn(Rn ). Indeed, any function satisfying (3.10)belongs to the closure of L1(Rn ) in LAn(Rn ), a space which is strictlycontained in LAn(Rn ) if An does not satisfy the 2-condition.It obviously suces to prove (3.10) under the assumption thatRRnA(jDuj) dx <1. Let us choose t so large thatKZfjuj>tgA(jDuj) dx1=n  =2;where K is the constant appearing in (3.9). Then, by the convexity of An,ZRnAn  juj  dx = ZfjujtgAn  juj  dx+ Zfjuj>tgAn juj  dx ZfjujtgAn  juj  dx+ 12 Zfjuj>tgAn 2(juj   t)  dx+ 12 Zfjuj>tgAn 2t  dx ZfjujtgAn  ju(x)j  dx+ 12 Zfjuj>tgAn juj   tK(Rfjuj>tgA(jDuj) dy)1=n! dx+ 12An2t u(t): (3.11)
60 Andrea CianchiNotice that the rst integral on the right-hand side of (3.11) is nite sincelims!0+ An(s)=A(s) = 0 for every  > 0, the second one because of (3.9)and the third one since we are assuming that An is nite-valued. Hence,(3.10) follows.A tool to prove Theorem 3.1 is the following interpolation result (see[Ci6]).Theorem 3.6. Let (M1; 1) and (M2; 2) be positive non-atomic measurespaces and let T be a linear operator whose domain is a linear subspaceof the set of 1-measurable functions on M1 and whose range is containedin the set of 2-measurable functions on M2. Let p 2 (1;1). Assume thatT is of strong type (1; p0) with norm  N0 and of weak type (p;1) withnorm  N1. Let A be a Young function satisfying condition (3:5) with nreplaced by p, and let Ap be the Young function dened as in (3.6){(3.7)with n replaced by p. Then there exists a constant K, depending only onN0; N1 and p, such thatkTfkLAp(M2;2)  KkfkLA(M1;1)for every 1-measurable function f on M1 such that kfkLA(M1;1) <1.Proof of Theorem 3.1, outlined . Let u be any weakly dierentiable func-tion decaying to 0 at innity and such that kDukLA(Rn) < 1. Since u islocally absolutely continuous, we haveu(s) = Z 1s  dudr  dr for s  0:Owing to equation (2.18) and to inequality (2.21), inequality (3.8) will followif we show that there exists a constant C such thatZ 1s  dudr drLAn (0;1)  Cr1=n0  dudr LA(0;1): (3.12)Inequality (3.12) is a one-dimensional Hardy type inequality, which can beproved via Theorem 3.6, after observing that the operator T , dened ona locally integrable function  : [0;1)! R byT(s) = Z 1s r 1=n0(r) dr for s  0;is of strong type (1; n0) with norm  1 and of weak type (n;1) withnorm  n.
Some results in the theory of Orlicz spaces 61As for the sharpness of the result, assume that inequality (3.8) holdswith An replaced by some B. Let us consider radially decreasing test func-tions u having the formu(x) = 1nC1=nn Z 1Cnjxjn r 1=n0(r) dr (3.13)for some measurable function  : [0;1) ! [0;1) with kkLA(0;1) < 1.Since jDu(x)j = (Cnjxjn), we haveZ 1s r 1=n0(r) drLB(0;1)  nC1=nn KkkLA(0;1): (3.14)If t is any xed positive number and the support of  is contained in [t;1),then kkLA(0;1) = kkLA(t;1) (3.15)and Z 1s r 1=n0(r) drLB(0;1)  Z 1s r 1=n0(r) drLB(0;t) Z 1t r 1=n0(r) dr k1kLB(0;t)= Z 1t r 1=n0(r) dr 1B 1(1=t) : (3.16)Combining (3.14){(3.16) and making use of inequality (2.13) yieldKB 1(1=t)  sup2LA(t;1) R1t r 1=n0(r) drkkLA(t;1) kr 1=n0kLAe(t;1) for t > 0: (3.17)Hence, the conclusion follows, owing to Lemmas 3.7 and 3.8 below. Lemma 3.7. Let A be a Young function. Then kr 1=n0kLAe(s;1) < 1 forevery s > 0 if and only if Z0 A (t)t1+n0 dt <1: (3.18)
62 Andrea CianchiMoreover, if we setDn(s) = (sJ 1(sn0))n0 for s  0; (3.19)where J 1 is the left-continuous inverse of the function given byJ(r) = n0 Z r0 A (t)t1+n0 dt for r  0; (3.20)then kr 1=n0kLAe(s;1) = D 1n (1=s) for s > 0; (3.21)where D 1n is the right-continuous inverse of Dn.Lemma 3.8. Let A be a Young function. We haveZ0 A (t)t1+n0 dt <1 if and only if Z0 tA(t)n0 1 dt <1 (3.22)andZ 1 A (t)t1+n0 dt <1 if and only if Z 1 tA(t)n0 1 dt <1: (3.23)Moreover, there exist constants c1 and c2, depending only on n, such thatAn(c1s)  Dn(s)  An(c2s) for s  0; (3.24)where An and Dn are the functions dened by (3:7) and (3:19), respectively.A proof of Lemma 3.7 can be found in [Ci2]. Lemma 3.8 is provedin [Ci8].3.3 Embeddings for W 1;A(G)It is well known that the validity of Poincare-type inequalities and embed-ding theorems involving spaces of functions dened in an open set G, whichdo not necessarily vanish on @G, depends on the regularity of G. In ourembedding such a regularity will be prescribed in terms of isoperimetricinequalities|see Subsection 2.4.
Some results in the theory of Orlicz spaces 63Theorem 3.9. Let n  2. Let A be any Young function and let An be thefunction dened as in (3.6){(3.7) with A modied, if necessary, near zeroin such a way that (3:5) is fullled.i) If G 2 G(1=n0) is connected and has nite measure, then there existsa constant K, depending only on A, mn(G) and C1=n0(G) such thatku  uGkLAn(G)  KkDukLA(G) (3.25)for all u 2W 1;A(G). Here,uG = 1mn(G) ZG u(x) dx;the mean value of u over G.The constant K in (3:25) depends only on C1=n0(G) provided that (3:5)holds.ii) The continuous embeddingW 1;A(G)! L An(G) (3.26)holds for every G 2 G(1=n0). Here, An is the Young function dened byAn(s) = (An(s) if s  s2A(s) if 0  s  s1 (3.27)for (suitable) 0 < s1 < s2.Moreover, LAn(G) and L An(G) are the smallest Orlicz spaces which ren-der (3:25) and (3:26), respectively, true.A proof of Theorem 3.9 makes use of inequalities (2.24){(2.25) and ofinterpolation techniques as in Theorems 3.6|see [Ci3].Remark 3.10. Notice that formula (3.27) determines An up to globallyequivalent Young functions; thus, the Orlicz space L An(G) is uniquely de-ned. Moreover, since the Young functions An and An are equivalent nearinnity, LAn(G) = L An(G) when m(G) <1.Remark 3.11. A similar argument as in Remark 3.5 shows that, underassumption (3.5), inequality (3.25) is equivalent to the integral inequalityZGAn ju(x)  uGjK(RGA(jDuj) dy)1=n dx  ZGA(jDuj) dx: (3.28)
64 Andrea CianchiRemark 3.12. Theorem 3.9 can be extended to the case where less smoothdomains G 2 G() with  2 (1=n0; 1) are taken into account: in the state-ment, 1=n0 has to be replaced by  and An by the Young function A1=(1 )given by (3.6){(3.7) with 1=(1  ) in place of n.Compact embeddings for W 1;A(G) are considered in the followingTheorem 3.13. Let n  2 and let G be any open bounded set from theclass G(1=n0). Let A be any Young function. If B is any Young functionincreasing essentially more slowly near innity than the function An, thenthe embedding W 1;A(G)! LB(G) (3.29)is compact.Theorem 3.13 follows from Theorem 3.9 via the same arguments as inthe proof of Theorem 3.7 of [DT].3.4 Embeddings into spaces of continuous functionsLet us now focus the case whenZ 1 tA(t)n0 1 dt <1: (3.30)Condition (3.30) is equivalent to saying that An(s) =1 for large s. Thus,Theorem 3.1 yields, in particular, the following corollary (see also [M],[Ta3]).Corollary 3.14. Let A be a Young function such thatZ 10  tA(t)n0 1 dt <1:Then kukL1(Rn)  KkDukLA(Rn)for every weakly dierentiable function u decaying to 0 at innity such thatkDukLA(Rn) <1.
Some results in the theory of Orlicz spaces 65An analogous corollary for functions in W 1;A(G) follows from Theo-rem 3.9.Under assumption (3.30), a stronger result then Corollary 3.14 is true.Namely, any function from W 1;A(G) is in fact continuous and an estimatefor its modulus of continuity can be obtained. This is the object of the nextresult. First, let us introduce the function , dened by(r) = n0 Z 1r A (t)t1+n0 dt for r  0;and the function !, given by!(s) =  s 1(sn0)n0 for s  0: (3.31)Notice that, under assumption (3:30), the function (r) is nite for all r > 0by Lemma 3.8.Theorem 3.15. Let G be an open subset of Rn and let A be a Young func-tion satisfying (3:30). Theni) Every u 2 W 1;A(G) equals a.e. a continuous function.ii) For every compact subset G0 of G, a constant C exists such thatju(x)  u(y)j  CkukW 1;A(G)! 1(jx  yj n) (3.32)for every u 2W 1;A(G) and a.e. x; y 2 G0, where, ! 1 is the right-continuousinverse of the function dened by (3:31).Under the additional assumption that G is a bounded strongly Lipschitzdomain inequality (3:32) holds for a.e. x; y 2 G.Recall that a bounded open set G 2 Rn is called strongly Lipschitzif, for each x 2 @G, there exist a neighbourhood Ux of x, a coordi-nate system (y1; : : : ; yn) centred at x and a Lipschitz-continuous function = (y1; : : : ; yn 1) such thatG \Ux = f(y1; : : : ; yn) : yn > (y1; : : : ; yn 1)g:Proof of Theorem 3.15 . Let G by any open subset of Rn . Consider any cubeQ contained in G and having sides of length . Call v the restriction of u
66 Andrea Cianchito Q. By inequality (2.12),ess sup v   ess inf v = Z n0  dvdr dr 2C1=n0(Q)min 1=n0fr; n   rgLAe(0;n) C1=n0(Q) 1min1=n0fr; n   rg  dvdr LA(0;n): (3.33)Here, C1=n0(Q) denotes the relative isoperimetric constant of cubes in Rnfor the exponent 1=n0. By Lemma 3.16 below, we havemin 1=n0fr; n   rgLAe(0;n)  2! 1( n): (3.34)Moreover, by (2.24),C1=n0(Q) 1min1=n0fr; n   rg  dvdr LA(0;n) kDvkLA(Q)  kDukLA(G): (3.35)Combining (3.33){(3.35) yieldsess sup v   ess sup v  4C1=n0(Q)! 1( n)kDukLA(G): (3.36)Inequality (3.32) for a.e. x; y 2 G0 obviously follows from (3.36).In the case when G is a strongly Lipschitz domain one may assume,without loss of generality, that G is a cube (see e.g. [DT], Theorem 3.6).Thus, (3.36) implies (3.32) for a.e. x; y 2 G, since, in this case, for everyx; y 2 G there exists a cube Qjx yj, having sides of length not exceedingjx  yj which are parallel to those of G, such that x; y 2 Qjx yj  G.Finally, let us show that u is a.e. equal to a continuous function. Fork 2 N, denote by uk(x) the mean value of u over the cube Q1=k(x) centredat x and having sides of length 1=k which are parallel to the coordinate axes.Observe that uk is a continuous function. Inequality (3.36) implies thatjuk(x)  uh(x)j  4C1=n0(Q)! 1(kn)kDukLA(G)whenever h > k and Q1=k(x)  G. Since ! 1( n) tends to 0 as  goes to0+, fukg is a Cauchy sequence in the space of continuous functions on anycompact subset of G. Therefore, fukg converges to a continuous function,say u, in G. By Lebesgue theorem, u = u a.e. in G. 
Some results in the theory of Orlicz spaces 67Lemma 3.16 (see [Ci2]). Let A be a Young function. Then kr 1=n0kLAe(0;s)<1 for every s > 0 if and only if (3:30) holds. Moreover,kr 1=n0kLAe(0;s) = ! 1(1=s) for s > 0;where ! 1 is the right-continuous inverse of the function dened by (3:31).3.5 ExamplesExample 3.17. Consider Young functions A(s) which are equivalent tosp(log(s))q near innity, where either p > 1 and q 2 R or p = 1 and q  0.Let G be any open subset of Rn having nite measure. Then Theorem 3.1yields W 1;A0 (G)! LAn(G); (3.37)where An(s) is equivalent near innity to8><>:snp=(n p)(logs)nq=(n p) if 1  p < nexp  sn=(n 1 q) if p = n; q < n  1exp   exp  sn0 if p = n; q = n  1:If either p > n, or p = n and q > n  1, then Corollary 3.14 tells us thatW 1;A0 (G)! L1(G):By Theorem 3.9, the same embeddings are true (and optimal) withW 1;A0 (G)replaced by W 1;A(G) provided that G 2 G(1=n0). Notice that when p 6= nand q = 0, (3.37) agrees with the Sobolev theorem; when p = n, the embed-ding (3.37) yields (3.4) if q = 0 and result of [FLS] if q < 0 and of [EGO] ifq = n  1.Example 3.18. Consider Young functions A(s) which are equivalent tosp(log log(s))q near innity, where either p > 1 and q 2 R or p = 1 and q  0.Let G be any set from G(1=n0) having nite measure. Then Theorem 3.9implies that W 1;A(G)! LAn(G);where An(s) is equivalent near innity to(snp=(n p)(log log(s))nq=(n p) if 1  p < nexp  sn0(log(s))q=(n 1) if p = n:
68 Andrea CianchiWhen p > n, then W 1;A0 (G)! L1(G):4 Interpolation of operators4.1 Statement of the resultThe Marcinkiewicz interpolation theorem states that, if 1  pi  qi  1for i = 0; 1, and p0 6= p1, q0 6= q1, then every (quasi)linear operator of weaktypes (p0; q0) and (p1; q1) is bounded between the Lebesgue spaces Lp andLq, provided that p and q satisfy1p = (1  ) 1p0 +  1p1 ; 1q = (1  ) 1q0 +  1q1 (4.1)for some  2 (0; 1) ([Mark], [Z]). This classical result has been the objectof various extensions and of developments in more abstract settings. Let usrecall, for instance, a Lorentz space version of it, which tells us that everyoperator as above (with pi not necessarily  qi) is bounded between theLorentz spaces Lp;r and Lq;r if p and q are related as in (4.1) and r is anypositive number ([Ca], [H]).As far as interpolation in Orlicz spaces is concerned, contributions canbe found in several papers, including [GP], [Kr], [Pe], [Pu], [Ra], [Ri], [To1],[Z]. A survey of results is contained in [Ma1].In this section we present an optimal version of the Marcinkiewicz theo-rem for Orlicz spaces. Namely, we exhibit a necessary and sucient condi-tion on N -functions A and B, extending (4.1), for every quasilinear operatorof weak type (pi; qi), with 1  pi  qi  1, i = 0; 1, to be bounded fromLA into LB.The extension of condition (4.1) that we nd involves certain functionsE; , F;, G; ,H; from [0;1] into [0;1] associated with anN -function and with  2 [1;1] according to the following formulas. In each of theseformulas, the former equation stands for a denition, the latter follows viaan easy computation:E;(s) =  r(r)1=0L(0;s) = 8><>:Z s0  r(r) 1 dr1= if 1   <11 if  =1;(4.2)
Some results in the theory of Orlicz spaces 69F;(s) =  r(r)1=0L(s;1) = 8>><>>>:1 if  = 1Z 1s  r(r) 1 dr1= if 1 <  <1s=(s) if  =1;(4.3)G;(s) = (r)1=r1+1= L(0;s) = 8><>: Z s0 (r)r+1 dr1= if 1   <11 if  =1;(4.4)H;(s) = (r)1=r1+1= L(s;1) = 8>><>>>:1 if  = 1Z 1s (r)r+1 dr1= if 1 <  <11=s if  =1:(4.5)All these functions are strictly monotone for those  and  for which theyare not identically equal to 1. Actually, E; and G; are increasing,whereas F; and H; are decreasing.Throughout this section, the generalized inverse of a monotone function	 : [0;1]! [0;1] will be dened by	 1(r) = supfs  0 : 	(s) < rg for r  0; (4.6)if 	 is non-decreasing, and by	 1(r) = inffs  0 : 	(s)  rg for r  0; (4.7)if 	 is non-increasing, where sup ; = 0 and inf ; =1. Moreover, monotonefunctions 	 dened on (0;1) will be understood extended to [0;1] onsetting 	(0) = lims!0+ 	(s) and 	(1) = lims!+1 	(s). Expressions ofthe forms 0  1, 00 , 11 are dened as 0.Our interpolation theorem can be stated as follows.Theorem 4.1. Assume that 1  p0  p1  1, 1  q0; q1  1, andpi  qi for i = 0; 1. Let A and B be N-functions. Let (M1; 1) and (M2; 2)be innite, non-atomic and -nite measure spaces. Assume that q0  q1.
70 Andrea CianchiThen LA(M1; 1)  p0(M1; 1)+p1(M1; 1) and every quasilinear opera-tor T of weak types (p0; q0) and (p1; q1) relative to (M1; 1) and to (M2; 2)is bounded from LA(M1; 1) into LB(M2; 2) if and only if the functionsEA;p01 , FA;p00 , GB;q0 , HB;q1 , dened as in (4.2){(4.5), are nite on (0;1)and a constant  > 0 exists such thatFA;p00(E 1A;p01(s))GB;q0 (H 1B;q1(1=s))   for s  0: (4.8)Moreover, if T is of weak types (pi; qi) with norms Ni, i = 0; 1, and theabove conditions are fullled, thenkTfkLB(M2;2)  cKmaxfN0; N1g kfkLA(M1;1) (4.9)for all f 2 LA(M1; 1), where c is the constant appearing in (2:26) and Kis an absolute constant. When q0  q1, an analogous statement holds withcondition (4:8) replaced byFA;p00(E 1A;p01(s))HB;q0 (G 1B;q1(1=s))   for s  0: (4.10)Remark 4.2. Unlike the classical Marcinkiewicz theorem, here both thecase p0 = p1 and q0 = q1 are admissible. It is easily veried that in each ofthese cases, the sole niteness of EA;p01 , FA;p00 and of GB;q0 , HB;q1 or GB;q1 ,HB;q0 on (0;1), implies (4.8) or (4.10), respectively. In particular, observethat (4.8) and (4.10) are equivalent when q0 = q1.Remark 4.3. Clearly, inequalities (4.8) and (4.10) depend only on theasymptotic behaviour of A and B at 0 and at innity. More precisely, itis easy to see that the validity of those inequalities are invariant underreplacement of A and B by equivalent functions. This invariance is consis-tent with the fact that replacement by equivalent N -functions leaves Orliczspaces unchanged (up to equivalent norms).Remark 4.4. A version of Theorem 4.1 can be also proved under theassumption that 1(M1) or 2(M2) is nite. The conclusions are the fol-lowing. Assume that q0  q1 and denote by (s) the left-hand side of(4.8). Then every quasilinear operator of weak types (pi; qi) (with pi andqi as in Theorem 4.1) is bounded from LA(M1; 1) into LB(M2; 2) if andonly if lim sups!+1 (s) < 1 for some  > 0 and either 1(M1) < 1,2(M2) =1 and FA;p00 , GB;q0 , HB;q1 are nite on (0;1), or 1(M1) =1,2(M2) < 1 and EA;p01 , FA;p00 , HB;q1 are nite on (0;1), or 1(M1) <1,2(M2) <1 and FA;p00 , HB;q1 are nite on (0;1). Assume now that q0  q1and denote by (s) the left-hand side of (4.10). Then every quasilinear op-erator as above is bounded from LA(M1; 1) into LB(M2; 2) if and only if
Some results in the theory of Orlicz spaces 71either 1(M1) < 1, 2(M2) = 1, FA;p00 , GB;q1 , HB;q0 are nite on (0;1)and lim sups!+1 (s) < 1, or 1(M1) = 1, 2(M2) < 1, FA;p01 , FA;p00 ,HB;q0 are nite on (0;1) and lim sups!0+(s) < 1, or 1(M1) < 1,2(M2) < 1 and FA;p00 , HB;q0 are nite on (0;1). This statement can beproved via similar arguments as in Subsection 4.4 below, on making useof the fact that replacing the dening N -functions in an Orlicz space overa non-atomic nite measure space by an N -function equivalent near innityresults in the same Orlicz space with an equivalent norm.4.2 ExamplesThroughout this subsection, we shall assume that 1  p0  p1  1,1  q0; q1 1, and pi  qi for i = 0; 1.Example 4.5. Assume that A and B are powers, i.e. A(s) = sp, B(s) = sqfor some p, q > 1. Then it follows from Theorem 4.1 that every quasilinearoperator of weak types (pi; qi), i = 0; 1, is bounded from Lp(M1; 1) intoLq(M2; 2) if and only if p0 < p < p1, minfq0; q1g < q < maxfq0; q1gand (p0   p)p1(p1   p)p0 = (q0   p)q1(q1   p)q0 . Clearly, these conditions are equivalent torequiring that (4.1) holds for some  2 (0; 1). Thus, the original theorem ofMarcinkiewicz is reproduced.Example 4.6. Let us consider two limiting situations of the precedingexample (see also [BR], [BS] and [EOP]). Assume that q0  q1 andthat the underlying measure spaces (M1; 1) and (M2; 2) have nitemeasures. Owing to Remark 4.4, we have the following conclusions. If1 < p1 <1, then every quasilinear operator of weak types (pi; qi), i = 0; 1,is bounded from Lp1(M1; 1) into LB(M2; 2) if there exists k > 0 such thatB(ks)  sq1(log(s)) 1 q1=p01 or B(ks)  exp(sp01) for large s, according towhether q1 <1 or q1 =1. If 1 < q0 <1, then every quasilinear operatorof weak types (pi; qi), i = 0; 1, is bounded from LA(M1; 1) into Lq0(M2; 2)if there exists k > 0 such that A(ks)  sp0(log s)p0 1+p0=q0 for large s.Example 4.7. Here we take into account the \diagonal" case wherep0 = q0, p1 = q1 and A = B in Theorem 4.1. Let us denote by I(A 1)and i(A 1) the upper and lower Matuszewska-Orlicz indices of A 1 respec-tively, dened by I(A 1) = lim!+1 logsupr>0 A 1(r)A 1(r) log
72 Andrea Cianchiand i(A 1) = lim!+1 log infr>0 A 1(r)A 1(r) log :Lemma 4 of [Ci5] tells us that I(A 1) < 1=p0 if and only if a constantk > 0 exists such thatFA;p00(ks)GA;p0(s)  k for s  0: (4.11)Similarly, one can show that, if p1 < 1, then i(A 1) > 1=p1 if and only ifa constant k > 0 exists such thatEA;p01(ks)HA;p1(s)  k for s  0: (4.12)When p1 < 1, inequalities (4.11){(4.12) imply (4.8). Thus, Theorem 4.1ensures that every quasilinear operator of weak types (p0; p0) and (p1; p1)is bounded from LA(M1; 1) into LA(M2; 2) if1p1 < i(A 1)  I(A 1) < 1p0 : (4.13)When p1 = 1, (4.11) agrees with (4.8); therefore the same conclusion istrue provided that I(A 1) < 1p0 : (4.14)On the other hand, condition (4.13) or (4.14) is also necessary for everyoperator of weak types (p0; p0) and (p1; p1) to be bounded from LA(M1; 1)into LA(M2; 2), as can be shown by analogous arguments as in the proof ofTheorem 4.1. Thus, in particular, the result of Boyd's interpolation theorem(see e.g. Theorem 5.16, Chap. 3, of [BS]) is recovered in the case where therearrangement invariant space involved in that theorem is an Orlicz space.4.3 ApplicationsAs a rst application of Theorem 4.1, let us consider boundedness propertiesof the fractional integral operator, also called Riesz potential. Recall thatthe fractional integral Rf of order  2 (0; n) of a function f : Rn ! R isdened by Rf(x) = ZRn f(y)jx  yjn  dy for x 2 Rn :
Some results in the theory of Orlicz spaces 73The operator R is known to be of weak types (1; n=(n )) and (n=;1)(see e.g. [BS], [To2]). Therefore, by Theorem 4.1, R is bounded fromLA(Rn ) into LB(Rn ) if the functions EA;n=(n ) and GB;n=(n ) are niteon (0;1) and a constant  > 0 exists such thatGB;n=(n )( 1EA;n=(n )(s))   A(s)s for s  0: (4.15)Moreover, condition (4.15) is also necessary for R to be bounded fromLA(Rn ) into LB(Rn ), as can be shown on making use of an estimate frombelow for Rf when f is radial (see e.g. [Sa]) and of similar arguments asin the proof of the necessity part in Theorem 4.1.In particular, (4.15) is fullled if A(s) = sp and B(s) = snp=(n p)with 1 < p < n=. Thus, the Hardy-Littlewood-Sobolev theorem statingthat R is bounded from Lp(Rn ) into Lnp=(n p)(Rn ) is reproduced. Inthe case when 
 is a subset of Rn having nite measure, we recover theborderline results that R is bounded from Ln=(
) into LB(
), whereB(s) = exp(sn=(n ))   1 ([Stri], [Tr]), and from LA(
) into Ln=(n )(
),where A(s) = s(log(1 + s))(n )=n ([O]). More general limiting situationscan be considered; for instance, if A(s) = sn=(log(1 + s))q , then Ris bounded from LA(
) into LB(
) where B(s) = exp(sn=(n  q))  1if q < (n  )= (cf. [FLS]) and B(s) = exp(exp(sn=(n )))   1 ifq = (n  )= (cf. [EGO]); when q > (n  )=, R is bounded from LA(
)into LB(
) for every B and the norm of R is independent of B, whenceR is in fact bounded from LA(
) into L1(
).Notice that the Hardy-Littlewood maximal operator, which is of weaktypes (1,1) and (1;1), is another classical operator that can be easily dealtwith by Theorem 4.1.We next take into account a priori estimates for solutions to uniformlyelliptic boundary value problems of the type8><>:  nXi;j=1 @@xi aij(x) @u@xj + c(x)u = f(x) in Gu = 0 on @G: (4.16)Here, G is an open subset of Rn , n  3; the coecients aij(x) and c(x) arefunctions from L1(G) satisfyingnXi;j=1 aij(x)ij  jj2 for every  2 Rn and a.e. x 2 G;
74 Andrea Cianchiand c(x)  0 for a.e. x 2 G:Moreover, f 2 L2n=(n+2)(G).Theorem 1 of [Ta2] ensures that, if u is the weak solution from W 1;20 (G)to problem (4.16), thenu(s)  1n(n  2)C2=nn s 1+2=n Z s0 f(r) dr+ Z mn(G)s f(r)r 1+2=n dr (4.17)for s 2 (0;mn(G)).By Lemma 4.10, Chap. 4 of [BS], inequality (4.17) implies that the linearoperator which associates with the datum f the corresponding solution uto (4.16) is of weak types (1; n=(n  2)) and (n=2;1). By Theorem 4.1, wehave that the a priori estimatekukLB(G)  Const. kfkLA(G) (4.18)holds whenever EA;n=(n 2) and GB;n=(n 2) are nite on (0;1) and inequal-ity (4.15) holds with  = 2. This reproduces, for instance, the classicalestimate where A(s) = sp with 1 < p < n=2 and B(s) = snp=(n 2p) in(4.18). When mn(G) < 1, the limiting estimate where A(s) = sn=2 andB(s) = exp(sn=(n 2))   1 in (4.18) follows from Example 4.6. Notice thatsimilar results can be proved for problems of type (4.16) when the datumon the right-hand side of the equation is in divergence form or when theboundary condition is of Neumann type.An alternative characterization of those Orlicz spaces between which Ris bounded or for which an estimate of type (4.18) is true is given in [Ci4].See also [CS] for a maximal function approach to the study of R in Orliczspaces and for capacitary estimates of the Lebesgue points of Rf .We conclude this section by considering n-dimensional Hardy type in-equalities. The standard version of this inequality states that if G is anopen bounded subset of Euclidean space Rn having a smooth boundary @Gand d(x) denotes the distance of the point x 2 G from @G, then, for everyp 2 [1;1] and  >  1 + 1=p, a positive constant C exist such that ud1+ Lp(G)  C Dud Lp(G) (4.19)
Some results in the theory of Orlicz spaces 75for all suciently smooth functions u vanishing on @G. A proof of inequal-ity (4.19) can be found e.g. in [K], [OK]. Let us mention that such inequal-ities and their generalizations have applications, for example, in the theoryof degenerate partial dierential equations.We are concerned here with the problem of nding necessary and su-cient conditions on the real number  and on the Young functions A and Bfor the inequality  ud1+ LB(G)  C Dud LA(G) (4.20)to hold for every smooth and bounded open subset G of Rn and all functionsu from the spaceV 1;A0 (G j d ) = fu :u is a real-valued function on G such thatthe continuation of u by 0 outside Gis a weakly dierentiable function on Rnand jDujd  2 LA(G)g: (4.21)These conditions are provided by the followingTheorem 4.8. Let A and B be Young functions and let  >  1. Then forevery open set G having a Lipschitz-continuous boundary there exists a pos-itive constant C such that inequality (4:20) holds for all u 2 V 1;A0 (G j d )if and only if either > 0 and there exist numbers k > 0 and s  0 such thatB(s)  A(ks) for s  s; (4.22)or  = 0 and there exist numbers k > 0 and s  0 such thats Z ss B(r)r2 dr  A(ks) for s  s; (4.23)or  1 <  < 0 and there exist numbers k > 0 and s  0 such thatZ 1ks  rA(r) 1 1= dr Z ss B(r)r1+1=(+1) dr+1  kfor s  s: (4.24)If    1, inequality (4:20) cannot be true whatever A and B are.
76 Andrea CianchiAs an example, consider the limiting case of inequality (4.19) when =  1 + 1=p. Then Theorem 4.8 ensures that inequality (4.20) holds withB(s) = sp and A(s) = (s log(e+ s))p.In the one-dimensional situation, inequality (4.20) is equivalent tos 1  Z s0 (r) drLB(0;V )  C s LA(0;V ); (4.25)where V is a positive number and  : [0; V ] ! R. The operator de-ned at  by T(s) = s 1  R s0 (r) dr is easily veried to be of type(1;1). Moreover, T is of strong type (1,1) if  > 0 and of weak type(1=(1 + ); 1=(1 + )) if  1 <   0. Thus, a version of Theorem 4.8for inequality (4.25) follows from an interpolation theorem of Calderon(Theorem 2.2, Chap. 3 of [BS]) when  > 0 and from Theorem 4.1 when 1 <   0. The n-dimensional case can be treated via a similar approach,after making use of local coordinates. The proof of necessity of conditions(4.22){(4.24) is based on the choice of a ball as domain G and of radial testfunctions in inequality (4.20), but requires some technical lemmas. We referto [Ci5] for a specic treatment of the subject.4.4 Proof of Theorem 4.1, sketchedWe present here the main steps of the proof of Theorem 4.1. The details canbe found in [Ci7]. Consider the case when pi and qi are nite and q0  q1(the other cases are analogous). Inequality (4.9) will follow if we show thatthere exists a constant C (having the form specied in the statement) suchthat, if f is any 1-measurable function on M1 satisfyingZM1 A(jf(x)j) d1  1; (4.26)then ZM2 B jTf(y)jC  d2  1: (4.27)Let a and b be the left-continuous derivatives of A and B, respectively. Thus,ZM1 A(jf(x)j) d1 = Z 10 1(fjf j > sg)a(s) ds
Some results in the theory of Orlicz spaces 77and ZM2 B jTf(y)jK  d2 = Z 10 2(fjTf j > Ksg)b(s) ds:Setting f = f(t) + f(t), where f(t) = sign (f)minf(t); jf jg and (t) isa function to be specied later, making use of the subadditivity of T andof the endpoint weak type estimates, and recalling (2.6), we reduce theproblem to the inequalitiesZ 10 B(t)t1+q1 Z (t)0 1(fjf j > sg)1=p1 dsq1 dt1=q1 Const.Z 10 1(fjf j > tg)A(t)t dt1=p1 (4.28)and Z 10 B(t)t1+q0 Z 1(t) 1(fjf j > sg)1=p0 dsq0 dt1=q0 Const.Z 10 1(fjf j > tg)A(t)t dt1=p0 : (4.29)Inequalities (4.28){(4.29) are weighted Hardy type inequalities, whose char-acterization (see [OK]) ensures that they hold, whatever 1(fjf j > sg) is,provided that condition (4.8) is fullled and (t) = E 1A;p01(=HB;q1(t)) fort  0. This proves the suciency of condition (4.8). As for its necessity, onecan use an argument by Calderon ([Ca]) to deduce the boundedness fromLA(0;1) into LB(0;1) of the one-dimensional operator S, dened on  byS(s) = Z 10 (r) ddr minr1=p0s1=q0 ; r1=p1s1=q1  dr for s > 0:Such a boundedness is in turn equivalent to a couple of weighted Hardy typeinequalities in Orlicz spaces. Necessary conditions for those inequalities tohold are not dicult to derive (see e.g. the proof of the sharpness of Theo-rem 3.1). The remaining part of the proof consists in a technical lemmashowing that those conditions imply (4.8).5 Boundedness of solutions to variational problemsIn this and in the next section we prove some regularity properties of solu-tions to variational problems under general growth conditions. In the present
78 Andrea Cianchisection boundary value problems, i.e. global problems, are focused, whereasSection 6 deals with local questions. We stress that the approaches in thesetwo settings are of quite dierent types.Let us mention that results concerning dierential problems with notnecessarily polynomial growth have been considered in a number of papers,including [BL], [D], [FS], [Go1], [Go2], [Go3], [GM], [GIS], [LM], [L], [Mar],[MP1], [MP2], [MT].5.1 Statement of the problem and resultsConsider the problem of the calculus of variations8<:min ZG F (x; u;Du) dxu = u0 on @G; (5.1)where G is an open subset of Rn , n  2, having nite measure; F isa Caratheodory function fromGRRn into R; u0 is a prescribed boundarydatum.Our assumptions on the integrand F amount to requiring that thereexist A;B and s0 such thatF (x; s; )  A(jj) B(jsj) (5.2)F (x; s; 0)  B(jsj) (5.3)for jsj  s0,  2 Rn and a.e. x 2 G. Here, s0 is a non-negative number, A isa nite-valued Young function and B is an increasing function from [0;1)into [0;1).The boundary datum u0 is assumed to be a bounded weakly dieren-tiable function on Rn such that RRnA(jDu0j) dx <1.The competing functions u in problem (5.1) are taken from the classKAu0 dened asKAu0 = nu :u is a real-valued weakly dierentiable function in G;ZGA(jDuj) dx <1and the continuation of u  u0 by 0 outside Gis a weakly dierentiable function in Rno: (5.4)We are concerned with conditions on A and B ensuring that any mini-mizer of problem (5:1) is bounded in G. Our result can be stated as follows.
Some results in the theory of Orlicz spaces 79Theorem 5.1. Assume that a positive constant c exists such thatB(s)  An(cs) (5.5)for large s, where An is the Sobolev conjugate of A dened by (3:7). Thenany minimizer u of problem (5:1) is bounded.Remark 5.2. When Z 1 tA(t)n0 1 dt <1;An(s) =1 for large s, so that condition (5.5) is certainly satised. In fact,every function from the class KAu0 is automatically bounded in this case, byCorollary 3.14.Remark 5.3. Let us point out that, unlike most results in the theory ofcalculus of variations and of partial dierential equations, the boundednessresult of Theorem 5.1 does not have a corresponding a priori estimate forthe maximum.Example 5.4. In the special case where A and B are powers, Theorem 1reproduces and slightly improves classical results appearing in [LU] and [S].Indeed, choose A(s) = sp for some p 2 [1; n] (when p > n every u 2 KAu0 isbounded by the Sobolev embedding theorem). Then Theorem 5.1 ensuresthat any minimizer of problem (5.1) is bounded provided that either p < nand B(s)  csp or p = n and B(s)  ecsn0 for some c > 0 and for large s.The boundedness of minimizers of (5.1) follows from Theorem 3.2, Chap. 5of [LU] or Theorem 6.2 of [S] under the stronger assumption that B(s)  csqfor some q < p in case p < n and for any q > 0 in case p = n.Theorem 5.1 can also be shown to improve a result from [Ta4].Example 5.5. The preceding example can be generalized on taking intoaccount functions A(s) having the form sp logq(e + s), where either p > 1and q 2 R, or p = 1 and q  0. Theorem 5.1 and Example 3.17 tell us thatminimizers of (5.1) are bounded ifB(s)  8><>:csp(log s)nq=(n p) if 1  p < nexp  csn=(n 1 q) if p = n; q < n  1exp   exp  csn0 if p = n; q = n  1for large s. When either p > n or p = n and q > n  1, then every u 2 KAu0is bounded (see Remark 5.2).
80 Andrea CianchiNow let us discuss the boundedness of solutions to boundary value prob-lems of the type8><>: nXi=1 @@xi ai(x; u;Du) + b(x; u;Du) = 0 in Gu = u0 on @G: (5.6)Here, ai, i = 1; : : : ; n, and b are Caratheodory functions from G  R  Rninto R satisfying growth conditions of the formnXi=1 ai(x; u; )i  A(jj) B(jsj) (5.7)sign (s) b(x; s; )  C(jsj) +D(jsj)E(jj) (5.8)for jsj  s0,  2 Rn and a.e. x 2 G, where s0 is a positive number, A isa nite-valued Young function and B;C;D;E are increasing functions from[0;1) into [0;1).We consider weak solutions to problem (5.6) from the class KAu0 , whereu0 is a function as above (in particular bounded). A function u 2 KAu0 willbe called a weak solution to (5.6) ifZG nXi=1 ai(x; u;Du) @@xi   b(x; u;Du)(x) dx = 0 (5.9)for all test functions  2 KA0 . Here, KA0 is dened as in (5.4) with u0  0.The next theorem gives conditions on the functions A;B;C;D;E ensur-ing that every weak solution to (5.6) is bounded in G.Theorem 5.6. Assume that:i) A E 1 is a Young function;ii) There exist constants c > 0 and k > 1 such suchB(s)  An(cs) (5.10)C(s)  1sAn(cs) (5.11)D(s)  1ks(((A E 1)) 1 An)(cs) (5.12)for large s. Then any weak solution to problem (5:6) is bounded.
Some results in the theory of Orlicz spaces 81Remark 5.7. When A; : : : ; E are positive powers, A(s) = sp, B(s) = s,C(s) = s , D(s) = s , E(s) = sq, say, then Theorem 5.6 states that weaksolutions to problem (5.6) are bounded provided that1  p < n; q  p  1 + pn;   npn  p ;  npn  p   1;   n p  qn  p   1:This result should be compared with Theorems 7.1, Chap. 4, and 3.1,Chap. 5 of [LU], where equality is not allowed in the inequalities involv-ing ;  and .5.2 Proof of Theorem 5.1In this section we outline the proof of Theorem 5.1, that of Theorem 5.6being similar. In order to avoid technical complications, we drop the termB(cs) in condition (5.2), i.e. we assume that F satises (5.3) andF (x; s; )  A(jj): (5.13)Moreover, we assume that (5.3) and (5.13) are fullled for every s  0.Suppose, by contradiction, that ess sup juj = 1. Let t > 0 and setv(x) = sign (u)minft; ju(x)jg. Clearly, v 2 KAu0 provided that t > t0, wheret0 = sup ju0j. The minimum property of u ensures thatZG F (x; u;Du) dx  ZG F (x; v;Dv) dx: (5.14)Hence, by conditions (5.3) and (5.13), and assumption (5.5), one easilydeduces that Zfjuj>tgA(jDuj) dx  An(ct)(t) (5.15)where (t) = u(t), the distribution function of u. By Jensen's inequalitywe haveA 1(t) Zfjuj>tg jDuj dx  1(t) Zfjuj>tgA(jDuj) dx: (5.16)Moreover, on making use of the coarea formula ([M], [Zi]) and of the stan-dard isoperimetric inequality in Rn one can show thatnC1=nn Z 1t ()1=n0d  Zfjuj>tg jDuj dx (5.17)
82 Andrea Cianchiif t > t0 (see e.g. [Ta4], proof of Theorem 1]). Combining (5.15){(5.17) andintegrating yieldsC1=n0nn Z 1s dt[A 1(An(ct))]1=n0 n  Z 1s (t)1=n0 dt: (5.18)This is already a contradiction in the case when the integral on the left-handside of (5.18) diverges. On the contrary, if such an integral converges, onecan conclude as follows. Remark 3.5 ensures that RGAn(juj) dx < 1 forevery  > 0. Thus, the function!(t) = Zfjuj>tgAn(juj) dxis nite for every  > 0 and t  0, andlimt!+1!(t) = 0: (5.19)Since !(t)  An(t)(t) for t  0, we haveZ 1s !(t)1=n0An(t)1=n0 dt  Z 1s (t)1=n0 dt for s  0: (5.20)On combining (5.18) and (5.20) and making use of (5.19), we getlims!+1Z 1s 1[A 1(An(t))]1=n0 dtZ 1s 1An(kt)1=n0 dt 1 = 0 (5.21)for every k > 0. This is impossible by the following lemma ([Ci6]).Lemma 5.8. Let k > 2. Then there exists a positive constant C, dependingonly n and k, such thatC Z 1s dtAn(kt)1=n0  Z 1s dt[A 1(An(t))]1=n0 n for s > 0: (5.22)6 Higher integrability of the gradient of minimizers6.1 Statement of the problemIn the present section we deal with local minimizers of functionals havingthe form J(u;G) = ZG F (x; u;Du) dx; (6.1)
Some results in the theory of Orlicz spaces 83where G is an open subset of Rn , n  2; u : G ! RN , N  1, is a weaklydierentiable function; F is a Caratheodory function from G  Rn  RnNinto R.Our assumptions on F read as follows:A(jj)   b(x)E(jzj)  a(x)  F (x; z; ) cA(jj) + b(x)E(cjzj) + a(x) (6.2)for every (z; ) 2 RN RnN and a.e. x 2 G. Here, A is a generalized Youngfunction, i.e. a function from [0;1) into [0;1) such thatA(s)s is increasing and A(s) = 0 if and only if s = 0; (6.3)which will be assumed to satisfy the 2-condition. E is an increasing func-tion from [0;1) into [0;1), a and b are non-negative locally integrablefunctions on G and c is a constant  1.A function u will be called a local minimizer of J if for every open setG0  G ZG0 A(jDuj) dx <1and J(u;G0)  J(u+ v;G0)for every weakly dierentiable function v : G0 ! RN , with compact support,such that RG0 A(jDvj) dx <1.The local boundedness of local minimizers of J can be proved in thescalar case (N = 1) under suitable assumptions on E, a and b ([L]; see also[MP1], [MP2]). Here we are concerned with the regularity of the gradientof minimizers of J and, specically, with a higher integrability property.Notice that such a property is well-known in the case where the functionsA and E are powers ([GG]).6.2 A model caseLet us begin by considering the model case whereA(jj)  F (x; z; )  c(1 +A(jj)): (6.4)Our result is stated in Theorem 6.1 below. Earlier results in the same di-rection are contained in [BL], [FS], [GIS].
84 Andrea CianchiTheorem 6.1. Let u be a local minimizer of (6:1). Assume that (6:4) holds.Under the above assumptions on A, for every subset G0  G there exists > 0 such that ZG0 A(jDuj)A(jDuj)jDuj  dx <1:The proof of Theorem 6.1 consists of the following three steps:a Caccioppoli inequality, a Sobolev inequality and a Gehring type lemma.Under assumption (6.4), the Caccioppoli inequality has the formZQR A(jDuj) dx  cZQ2R A ju  jR  dx+Rn (6.5)for every  2 RN , every Q2R  G and some positive constant c. Here,and in what follows, QR denotes a cube having sides of length R and Q2Rdenotes a cube with the same centre as QR and sides (of length 2R) parallelto those of QR. The proof of inequality (6.5) is based on the choice of testfunctions v given by v = (u  );where  is a suitable cut-o function, and proceeds along standard lines|see [GG] for the case when A is a power and [Sb] for a general A satisfying(6.3) and the 2-condition.The Sobolev inequality is needed in order to estimate the integral on theright-hand side of (6.5) by a term of the typeZQ2R B(jDuj) dx;where B : [0;1) ! [0;1) grows at innity more slowly that A (in a suit-able sense). When A(t) = tp such an estimate holds with B(t) = tq and1  q < p  q, by the classical Sobolev inequality. In the general case, anorm inequality like (3.25) or an integral inequality like (3.28) seem to beof no use in the present framework. A new Sobolev inequality in integralform, having a dierent structure, has to be used.Theorem 6.2. Let A be any function satisfying (6:3). SetB(s) = A(s)A(s)s  1=n for s > 0: (6.6)
Some results in the theory of Orlicz spaces 85Then there exists a constant c, depending only on n, such thatA 1 1mn(QR) ZQR A ju m(u)jR  dx cB 1 1mn(QR) ZQR B(cjDuj) dx (6.7)for every cube QR  Rn and every weakly dierentiable functionu : QR ! R. Herem(u) = supnt 2 R : mn(fx 2 QR : u(x) > tg) > mn(QR)2 o; (6.8)the median of u in QR.Notice that Theorem 6.2 applies in a very general setting, but may failto reproduce optimal results in standard situations. For instance, it doesnot include the classical Sobolev inequality. This fact should not surprise,since, unlike the classical Sobolev inequality, the constant c in (6.7) dependsonly on the dimension n. However, this lack of optimality does not aectthe proof of Theorem 6.1.The next result contains the Gehring type lemma, which we need in a lo-cal version. Such a result yields a higher integrability property for functionssatisfying a reverse Jensen inequality.Lemma 6.3. Let A be any function satisfying (6:3) and the 2-condition.Let Q be any cube in Rn and let f and g be non-negative integrable functionsin Q. Assume that there exists a constant c such that1mn(QR) ZQR A(f) dx  cA 1mn(Q2R) ZQ2R f dx+ 1mn(Q2R) ZQ2R A(g) dx (6.9)for every cube Q2R  Q. Furthermore, assume thatZQ A(g)A(g)g  dx <1for some  > 0. Then for every subcube Q0  Q there exists " 2 (0; ),depending on n;A; c, dist(Q0; @Q) and RQA(f) dx, such thatZQ0 A(f)A(f)f " dx <1: (6.10)
86 Andrea CianchiWe refer to [CF] for the proofs of Theorem 6.2 and Lemma 6.3, as wellas for the proofs of the results of the next section. Let us just say here that,owing to (2.24), inequality (6.7) can be reduced to a one-dimensional Hardytype inequality, which can be established by techniques related to those of[BK]. As for Lemma 6.3, even if the basic idea goes back to the paper byGehring [Ge], the approach that we use is that of [Stre].Proof of Theorem 6.1 . From inequality (6.5) and Theorem 6.2 (applied tothe components of u) we deduce that a positive constant c exists such that1mn(QR) ZQR A(jDuj) dx cA B 1 1mn(Q2R) ZQ2R B(jDuj) dx+ 1 (6.11)for every cube Q2R  G. Notice that in (6.11) we have made use of the2-condition for B and A  B 1. The result then follows from Lemma 6.3with f = B(jDuj) and A replaced by AB 1, a function satisfying (6.3). 6.3 The general caseLet us consider now the general situation when the integrand F satisesthe complete growth condition (6.2). In this context, assumptions on thesummability of a(x) and a balance between the degree of summability ofb(x) and the growth of E are needed. To this purpose, let us introduce thefunctions Fq and Gq dened for q > 1 and s > 0 byFq(s) = A(s)A(s)s  1=q ; Gq(s) = A  F 1q (s): (6.12)Notice that both Fq and Gq satisfy (6.3) and that Fn  B, the functiondened in (6.6).Our assumption on a(x) is that a number r1 > 1 exists such thatZG0 G 1n (a(x)) a(x)G 1n (a(x))r01 dx <1 for every G0  G: (6.13)As far as b(x) and E are concerned, we require that there exist  > 0 andr2 > 1 such thatZG0 G 1n (b(x)) b(x)G 1n (b(x))r02 dx <1 for every G0  G: (6.14)
Some results in the theory of Orlicz spaces 87Here, b(x) =  (b(x)), where (s) = Fr2  H 1(E 1(s)) and H isthe function dened by (3.6). The inverses H 1 and E 1 are taken left-continuous.Notice that, at least when lims!1 A(s)=s =1 (the only case of interestin this section), condition (6.14) forces E to grow slower than the Sobolevconjugate An of A dened by (3.7), in the sense thatlims!1 An(s)E(s) =1 (6.15)for some  > 0. Indeed, if (6.14) holds for some  > 0 and some functionb(x) which does not vanish identically, then  (s) must be nite for somes > 0. This is in turn true if and only if lim infs!1 (s)=s > 0, i.e. if andonly if lim infs!1 Fr2  H 1(s)=E(s) > 0. The last inequality obviouslyimplies (6.15).In particular, if (3.30) is fullled, then   is linear at innity what-ever E is. Consequently, E can be any function and condition (6.14) can beequivalently written with b replaced by b. This is consistent with the factthat u, an hence E(juj), is locally bounded whenever (3.30) is in force.For technical reasons, in this subsection we shall also assume, withoutloss of generality, that A is linear near 0. Indeed, A can be replaced, ifnecessary, by the function bA(s) which equals A(s) for s  1 and agreeswith A(1)s for 0  s < 1. The new function bA still satises (6.3) andthe 2-condition. Moreover, condition (6.2) is fullled with A and a(x) re-placed by bA and ba(x) = a(x)+A(1), respectively. After these replacements,conditions (6.13){(6.14) are easily veried to be equivalent to the originalones. Such a modication of A does not aect the higher integrability resultcontained in the next theorem.Theorem 6.4. Let u be a local minimizer of (6:1). Assume that (6:2) holds.Under the above assumptions on A, E, a and b, for every subset G0  Gthere exists  > 0 such thatZG0 A(jDuj)A(jDuj)jDuj  dx <1:Example 6.5. Consider the case where A(s) = sp for some p > 1. If p < n,then our assumptions are certainly satised if E(s) = sq with q < p,b 2 Lloc(G) for some  > p=(p   q) and a 2 Lloc(G) for some q and  > 1.Notice that these are exactly the hypotheses of [GG]. When p > n, (6.13){(6.14) amount to saying that a; b 2 Lloc(G) for some  > 1. In the limiting
88 Andrea Cianchisituation where p = n, assumptions (6.13){(6.14) are fullled provided thatE(s) = ecsn0 for some c > 0, and a; b 2 Lloc(G) for some  > 1.Besides Theorem 6.2 and Lemma 6.3, the proof of Theorem 6.4 requiresa Caccioppoli type estimate which now takes the following form.Lemma 6.6. Let u be a local minimizer of (6:1). Assume the same hypothe-ses as in Theorem 6.4. Let G0  G. Then there exist positive constants cand R0 such that for every  2 RNZQRA(jDuj) dx  cZQ2R A ju  jR  dx+ ZQ2R G 1 An(cjuj) dx+ ZQ2R(b(x) + a(x) + 1) dx (6.16)if R  R0 and Q2R  G0. Here  = maxfr1; r2; ng.Let us point out that in the derivation of Lemma 6.6 and Theorem 6.4the Poincare inequality for Orlicz-Sobolev functions, in the form of (3.28),has also to be used.References[A1] R.A. Adams, Sobolev spaces. Academic Press, New York 1975.[A2] R.A. Adams, On the Orlicz-Sobolev imbedding theorem. J. Funct. Anal.24 (1977), 241{257.[BR] C. Bennett and K. Rudnick, On Lorentz-Zygmund spaces. DissertationesMathematicae, CLXXV, Warszawa 1980.[BS] C. Bennett and R. Sharpley, Interpolation of operators. Pure and AppliedMathematics, Vol. 129, Academic Press, Boston 1988.[BL] T. Bhattacharya and F. Leonetti, A new Poincare inequality and its ap-plications to the regularity of minimizers of integral functionals with non-standard growth. Nonlinear Anal. 17 (1991), 833{839.[BK] S. Bloom and R. Kerman, Weighted L integral inequalities for operatorsof Hardy type. Studia Math. 110 (1994), 35{52.[BZ] J. E. Brothers and W. P. Ziemer,Minimal rearrangements of Sobolev func-tions. J. Reine Angew. Math. 384 (1988), 153{179.[Ca] A.P. Calderon, Spaces between L1 and L1 and the theorem ofMarcinkiewicz. Studia Math. 26 (1966), 273{299.[Ci1] A. Cianchi, On relative isoperimetric inequalities in the plane. Boll. Un.Mat. Ital. (7) 3-B (1989), 289{325.
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